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The multi-functional accelerator tuning

4 customizable driving modes for enhanced throttle response and driving behavior

Remote Controlled - Flexible and intuitive operation

Auto-Ranging-Function for individual tuning

Improved security with secureMode & valtetMode

Simple Plug & Play Setup: No expertise required

App available for iOS and Android

Product features:



    

Clear optical feedback with RGB-LEDs

Flexible mounting position - Bracket and fastening material included

Wireless remote controlled - No additional cable connection

REMOTE CONTROL
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Unfamiliar terrain or too much traffic? With this mode you can 
take it easy. The reaction of your accelerator pedal is less 
sensitive, especially when starting off. 
Your stress level will thank you.

With a few tricks you can save fuel and money. 
This driving mode helps to reduce the average fuel 
consumption of the car when the rules of eco-driving 
are observed.

With this driving mode, your vehicle reacts with a significantly 
better response behavior and a straighter acceleration. 
The response time of the engine is significantly improved. 
Discover the hidden potential and fall in love with your car 
all over again.

When sportMode doesn't quite cut it and you're looking to push 
boundaries, step it up with xtremeMode.

Every driving mode comes with the versatility of 5 unique 
sub-programs for tailored performance.

DRIVING MODES
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ADDITIONAL FUNCTIONS

secureMode
Engage this mode, and upon your next start, the accelerator pedal will be inactive. 
A simple press on any key of the remote unlocks it. Add this swift and straightforward 
anti-theft measure to your vehicle.

valetMode
Unsure about entrusting your vehicle to a valet or a less experienced driver? 
Simply limit its power. With this mode, you can restrict the range of your 
accelerator pedal.

Auto-Ranging-Function
The IOPEDAL features a smart calibration function. Upon installation, it analyzes all 
vital data from the accelerator pedal and crafts an optimized, individual map. 
Consequently, each driving mode is automatically tailored to the unique map 
of the accelerator pedal.

The IOPEDAL offers a variety of captivating features and configurations:
• With 'Flavor Select', choose from over 60 unique sub-programs.

Benefits for dealers:
All-in-one system for analogue, SENT and PWM signals
Wiring with plug connection for more flexibility
No vehicle-specific programming required
Attractive and fair-trading margins


